blows the whole thing. People get funding for movies; people should use it to cast correctly."
It is duly noted: divisive borders can reassert themselves even when we are advocating transnational work.
This special issue of Asian Diasporic Visual Cultures and the Americas, "Memory and Migration," addresses the ways that polycentric positions and multi-sited locations constitute diasporic cultures. For scholar, cultural theorist, author, and activist Gloria Anzaldúa: "Culture forms our beliefs. We perceive the version of reality that it communicates."1 Embodied movements, including access to (and restriction of) mobility across geographical terrains, expose the artificiality of society-geopolitical and cultural constructionswhose power differentials often delineate fields of academic knowledge. The academics and artistic practitioners who have contributed to this issue engage polycentric perspectives in order to approach their studies of Asian diasporic movements from different locations within and without academic provinces. Each piece provokes an understanding of necessarily global histories, such as immigration, trade, cultural and literary exchange, and translation, as well as the power dynamics that shape-and are shaped by-practical experiences of language, nation, ethnicity, race, gender, sexuality, and religion.
Aesthetic and political strategies cut across or combine with a bricolage modality-diverse and multi-sited perspectival nodes-and provide ways of understanding how the pluralism of diasporic practices often renders them unrecognizable within nation-state or area studies frameworks. Shifting the analysis to regional categories-such as hemispheric, transpacific, transatlantic, North-South, and South-South-decentres the production of knowledge from North America or Europe. Furthermore, we suggest that such frameworks must also account for the ways in which diasporic social structures exist in the liquidity of regional boundaries, and in turn are held together by other factors, such as militaristic scars, colonial extraction, and uneven global trade that have put migrations and social structures into flux. The area studies model that governs the organizational logic of the humanities constantly confronts us with the dangers of reproducing knowledge that absents the dynamic experiences of Canada, 1989. Film (still) , 32 minutes. image courtesy of the artists. living in transnational spaces. Yet we also recognize the possibility that diasporic cultures may reproduce existing social relations in new contexts. We are interested in prismatic perspectives that question how visual and literary practices and performance make societal artifice and the normalization of structural inequalities visible. The tendency of area studies to compartmentalize knowledge based on national and regional frameworks confronts us with the diasporic dilemma of never quite "fitting in." Yet the goal is not to fit into existing categories. Instead, we turn to the idea that cross-border migration and memory shifts one's positioning, and reveals the way that political power is imposed onto biological bodies in relation to a particular time and place. On one end of the diasporic spectrum is the global citizen who possesses linguistic and cultural understandings, is recognized as a protected citizen in many places, enjoys ease of transnational mobility, and perhaps even has multiple nationalities. On the other end are the people stripped of citizenship and security, who are forced to migrate away from war, trafficking, enslavement, or violence. What happens to memory on this spectrum of movement? What occurs when memory moves across uneven political and economic terrains? Whose memories matter? How does memory negotiate conflicting-yet historically situated-imaginaries? This special issue features the creative manifestations of memory and migration in visual and literary culture, artistic practice and academic scholarship, and addresses how such works transform, dissolve, reimagine, or sustain the complex exchanges that occur along this spectrum of diaspora. A targeted indictment may sometimes miss its target. A polycentric approach may provide new ways to examine how one is interpellated into existing racialized systems. In this way, a polycentric perspective may be likened to how one uses a compass. One must orient the compass arrow to the North in order to situate the other cardinal points. In this analogy, to mark a targeted indictment, one must first orient the arrow to a specific canon that composes bodies of knowledge and bodies as signifiers for political agendas. Discussions of transatlantic circuits of trade and human labour have historically focused primarily on anglophone North American intersections. Likewise, the shift to transpacific histories turns its attention more broadly to Asian empires, and Japanese imperialism, for example. As Naoki Sakai discusses in his article for this issue, from a Latin American perspective, revisiting Asian and Latin American convergences entails examining the microphysics of power relations -the power differential among multiple imperialist and capitalist endeavours that occupy a given place. In our analysis of Latin American and Santos, in Brazil, year 1937 or 1938 . source: museu histórico da imigração japonesa, brasil. A polycentric, multi-sited approach offers a modality through which to examine the regenerative power that emerges from imperial desires and the insatiable lust for capitalist expansion that sustain and are sustained by normalized economic and social inequalities. When Spanish and Portuguese explorers arrived on the continent that they renamed America, they were in search of the natural and cultural materials of China, Japan, and India. In 1492, when Christopher Columbus arrived in Hispaniola, he thought he had arrived in Asia. In 1500, Pedro Álvares Cabral and his fleet became the first Europeans in Brazil. Shortly thereafter, they set sail for India via the Cape of Good Hope. Subsequently, the establishment of the Manila Galleon Trade created trade ports in the Philippines for the Spanish Empire and linked Manila with Acapulco and other Spanish colonies in the Americas. Likewise, the Carreira da Índia-the global trade route led by the Portuguese empire-not only facilitated migration among Portuguese settlements in Macau, Goa, East Timor, the African coast, and Brazil, but the processes of trade, settlement, migration, and religious conversion connected the Portuguese theological-political imaginary across once-distant lands.
Harry
Columbus-and explorers like him-was a prisoner to the imperial imagination. He was held captive by the fantasies of expansion, a delirious vision that led him to confuse the people and cultures of different continents. Columbus' error, Lourdes Arizpe contends, is myth, prophecy, and prison: "Error que es mito, que es profecía, que es prisión."3 The desire for imperial expansion produced the myth of America, but this invention soon became prophecy vis-à-vis colonialism, and ideological imprisonment in which imperial imaginaries normalized the idea of European superiority. That is, a fundamental part of colonial practice was to produce binary constructions out of the complexity of unfamiliar social systems. Gendered, racialized, and infantilized depictions became inextricable from narratives of domination and the imperialist lust for conquest imposed onto the people and cultures of empire's imagined worlds.
Indeed, the term "developing nations" that is often used to describe Latin American nations retains the paternalistic rhetoric of the colonial period, when theologians referred to these same areas as barbaric, and deemed their inhabitants too childlike to self-govern. The infantilized and gendered rhetoric of underdevelopment is critical to understanding how inhabitants of the Americas entered into the European imaginary as having the potential to one day grow up and inherit European rationale, and thus the ability to develop complex political communities and civilization. Following this line of thinking, Native Americans were likened to the great civilizations of Greek antiquity which produced a temporality that sets Indigenous societies in the distant, albeit glorious, past and thereby positioned Europe as the future of that great civilization.
In 1550, in the Spanish Court in Valladolid, Spain, Juan Ginés de Sepulveda-a humanist lawyer and historian for Charles V-championed Spanish conquest of the Americas. In a debate with the Dominican priest Bartolomé de las Casas, who advocated for better treatment and peaceful conversion of Indigenous peoples, Sepulveda deemed them not infidels or unbelievers but possessing childlike innocence since they had never received the Word of Christ. Sepulveda's infantilized depictions gendered the relationship between Indigenous peoples and European settlers such that the latter granted themselves the obligation to act as guardian over the New World and its inhabitants. Sepulveda positioned "Indianness" as tantamount to savagery, immaturity, and even inhumanity:
The Spanish have a perfect right to rule these barbarians of the New World and the adjacent islands, who in prudence, skill, virtues, and humanity are as inferior to the Spanish as children to adults, or women to men, for there exists between the two a great difference as between savage and cruel races and the most merciful, between the most intemperate and the moderate and temperate and, I might even say, between apes and men.4
The rhetoric of conquest formulated gendered binaries, in which imperialist endeavours were deemed masculine while the object of imperial desire was designated, all too often through violence, as feminine. The dichotomous formation of self/Other justified European individuality, constituting non-European people in relation to the creation of the European subject. Subsequently, the fiction of otherness also legitimized and normalized exploitative labour in racial terms, as in the case of African slavery. Cuba and Brazil were the last two places in the hemispheric Americas to abolish slavery in 1886 and 1888, respectively. Cuban elites and politicians turned to coolie labour, which in turn inscribed people from China into existing racial and gendered conditions. Different imperial systems, Lisa Yun explains, not only produced distinct contractual conditions of indenture but also gendered them. Feminized Asian bodies were relegated to subordinate and disempowered positions that took shape in distinct ways in relation to national identity.5 The processes that produce national inclusion in a discourse with racial and gendered implications normalize unnatural hierarchies onto biological bodies. Throughout the Americas, the idea of Asia and Asians entered into existing hierarchies of race, gender, and social class in colonial states created and governed by different European empires. Racial and gendered relations took on new but contiguous forms during the consolidation of the nation-state, and they continue to regulate quotidian interactions and terms of inclusion. . This special issue examines the transnational aspects that have produced concrete and imagined exchanges between Asia and Latin America not only as linked by their connection to the Iberian empires, but also in ways that puncture imperial/colonial dichotomies. Naoki Sakai's essay "The West and the Tropics of Area Studies" provides a framework for understanding the designation of Latin America and Asia into "areas." Sakai conveys the ways that the imaginary of geography, as a form of cultural hegemony, produces modernity in relation to colonial modernity. The way in which the delirium of conquest and imperial expansion invented the ideas of Asia and the Americas is also the rationale of how these geographical spaces become recognizable in a relational way to Europe. In both cases, the invention of these spatial boundaries refers to a directional relation between the European viewing subject and a designated object. The designations not only reveal their continuing legacies in the modern international world, but also govern the modalities that organize the modern academy.
Jorge Lúzio's article, "The Orient in the "New World: The Carreira da Índia and the Flows between Asia and Portuguese America," addresses the influence of the Indo-Portuguese trade on colonial Brazilian cultural and visual religious iconography. The circulation of carved ivory Christian figurines showcases the complex global system of early modern trade in which raw materials from the West African coast were shipped to India. Engaging in a complex system of copy and replication, Indian artisans transformed raw materials such as ivory into Christian religious symbols, but due to unfamiliarity with European techniques combined with their own artisanal knowledge, the statues acquired Indian features and cultural elements, such as saris and Asian facial features, replacing the European faces of the saints. Lúzio's study of material culture and artistic technique provides insight into the Portuguese imperial discourse of multiculturalism and expansionism, while at the same time revealing how the hybrid religious object produced ambivalent spaces that disrupt the relational concepts of colonial mimicry and imperial authenticity. By entering into global trade, the Portuguese theological-political state intertwined processes of cultural and market exchange and demand, religiosity, and imaginaries of imperial expansion.
Monica Simas evaluates the temporal and spatial frames that corroborate national frameworks and literary systems in Macau that stem from its unique relationship to Portugal and China. Portuguese is an official language in Macau even though it is spoken by less than one per cent of the population. Macau was the last remaining European colony in Asia under Portugal until 1999 when it became a Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China. Simas' essay, "Macau: A Plural Literature," argues for the sociology of literary systems that produce specific ethnic and cultural distinctions that are not easily recognizable in geopolitical terms. Her inquiry into what constitutes Macanese literature conceptualizes new modes for understanding literature that are not bound by the concept of a national language. She questions the spatial processes that inscribe literary systems and cultural values to a specific location. Translation and the literary imaginary reveal and shift the power differential inscribed onto existing social and physical spaces, and offer possibilities to imagine new linguistic modes of thought that reconfigure one's relation to locale.
Performance offers another way to understand how musical practice and polyphonic rhythms process the relations of national inclusion and ethnic exclusion. Shanna Lorenz's article, "Kinesonic Repertoire and Racial Discourse in Japanese Brazilian Taiko Practice," argues that practitioners of taiko Japanese drumming transmit a gestural vocabulary based on visual cues and sound. The "kinesthetic repertoire" is based on embodied knowledge, gestures, and rhythms that shape Brazilian Nikkei taiko practice, and provides a way to examine how drumming cultures shape notions of Brazilianness and Japaneseness. Lorenz's interviews with practitioners reveal that taiko drumming performance is never far removed from negotiations over Japanese ethnic nationalism and Brazilian national identity. Her article plays a critical role in conveying the nuances within the intertwined histories of race, music, and national identity in Brazil.
Transnational studies of Asian diasporic experiences and intercultural exchanges must also account for the gendered and racialized histories of colonialism and colonial modernity that do not fit neatly into comparative frameworks. Lok Siu's essay, "Hemispheric Raciality: Yellowface and the Challenge of Transnational Critique," addresses Mexican performance artist Jesusa Rodríguez's yellowface performance in the piece Juana La Larga. Siu discusses the problematic of us-Mexico power dynamics when confronting racially-charged acts in transnational and multiracial situations. American racial relations are not the same as those in Mexico, and to impose American racial ideas onto different spaces may perform new acts of cultural hegemony that erase local, historical processes of racial formation. Denying the racial history of yellowface performance in the hemispheric Americas as moments of violence and exclusion towards Asians, points to a gap in Mexican history concerning its racialized populations, including Asians and African Mexicans. While the United States saw a critique of race and ethnicity with the advent of the Third World Strike and the emergence of Ethnic Studies departments in the American academy, Mexico does not share a similar intellectual history and thus has a different approach to racial difference. Siu's essay establishes the grounds to have critical discussions regarding hemispheric raciality and the "conundrum of seeing racial difference but not the power of racialization." Furthermore, Rodríguez's yellowface performance took place in Montreal, within another linguistically and ethnically charged context. Critiques of "North American" hegemonic practices often subsume Canada into us-centric indictments that indiscriminately include Canada. All of the anecdotes in this introduction are based on actual events. Through interrogating the processes of memory-making to also include the embodied modalities of moving through borders and traversing between remembering and forgetting, reality and imagination, we contend there is an ongoing need to create polycentric platforms to host conversations that do not fit neatly into academic provinces and the organizing logic of area studies. Like musical notation that signals silence as a necessary pause, we offer a momentary rest in order to contemplate the inquietude that unsettles areas, territories, and modalities of knowing and creating.
